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Third edition revised in 2015.Printed on durable, waterproof material to 1:22500 scale and, contour

lines, mileage indicators between points of interest, it is a perfect companion for hikers and visitors

to the Acadia National Park and Seashores. Hiking and cycling trails are distinctivaly marked,

making it easy to stay found. This map was designed and published by regional residents, and a

portion of the proceeds from sales of this maps is donated to organizations that support trails

maintenace and land conservation.
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This map was perfect for my solo hiking trip to Acadia. I had routes planned out, but rain forced me

to change them. Luckily, I had a nice (waterproof!) map to consult for alternate routes. Many of the

less popular trails in Acadia are not particularly well-marked so having a map came in handy to keep

myself on the right path. This map shows all of the trails, unlike a map printed out from Google

maps which would be missing several.If you are planning to stick to carriage roads, this map would

be overkill, but for hiking, it is indispensable.

Durable, large scale, distances between trail points, easy to read, helpful trail summaries. I don't

have anything negative to say about this map. At Acadia NP HQ they had all of the other maps sold

online. I had already purchased this one so was curious to compare it with the other ones available.

After doing so I still think this one is the best. It is also the one the the park HQ stocks the most so I

am guessing they like it the most too.



This Acadia National Park map covers all of Mount Desert Island, including nearly all of the national

park (except Isle au Haut and the Schoodic Peninsula). It includes all the trails and carriage roads

(super for biking) and all the scenic spots. The multi-color presentation brings out the terrain relief,

and highlights parking, bus stops and trail heads. The margins provide descriptions of the major

trails. This should be one-stop shopping for navigating around Acadia. Highly recommended.

Durable, accurate, detailed!This map was our go to while exploring Bar Harbor and Acadia. We

folded and refolded countless times and it held up perfectly. The written up hike summaries were so

helpful in helping us plan our days and select which hikes we wanted instead of just blindly

choosing.I loved the classification of hikes using difficultly level, elevation gain, and length. It was

the perfect tool for planning.I'd recommend this map as a must have to anyone visiting Acadia

Great map of Acadia National Park with both the overall map as well as trails map. Best part

waterproof so can be reused for future trips.

Awesome map. Initially it took time for me to understand the map but without this, i cant image.The

trials were up to date and had all the required info. It also had info such as which trials are easy one,

medium one and hard ones.

Great map, weather proof, folds easily.

This is the best map I've seen of Mt. Desert Island and Acadia National Park. Trails, roads, parking,

mountains....everything is on here. Whether you're hiking, biking or driving, you will get the most out

of your trip if you have a good map. This one is waterproof as well. It helped me get a good mental

picture of where things are and how to get there. And the route that the bus takes....free bus....that

you can take advantage of while in the park to get to (or closer to) the sights you want to see.
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